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The Art and Science of Color
AIGA, the professional association for design, defines graphic design as:

A creative process that combines art and technology to communicate ideas. The designer 
works with a variety of communication tools in order to convey a message from a client to a 
particular audience.

According to AIGA, design is an investment that gives a business a competitive advantage 
by building customer trust and loyalty. An important element of design is innovative and 
effective use of color. 

Understanding color
When starting a design project, one of the graphic designer’s first tasks is to select a color 
palette with attributes that represent the client and appeal to the audience. This requires an 
understanding of the meaning of colors and how the color spectrum is structured.
A color circle or wheel shows the relationship of one color to another by arranging them 
in a logical sequence that mimics what happens when colors are mixed. The most familiar 
color wheels consist of primary, secondary and tertiary colors. Primary colors cannot be 
made by mixing other colors. Secondary colors are made by mixing two primary colors, and 
tertiary colors are made by mixing one primary and one secondary color.
The primary, secondary and tertiary colors are arranged sequentially around the color 
wheel so that primary colors are equidistant and the secondary and tertiary colors fall 
in between. Colors that are directly opposite one another on the color wheel are called 
complementary colors while those that are side-by-side are called analogous colors.
The oldest of all color circles is based on subtractive color and uses cyan (light blue), magenta 
and yellow colorants as the primary colors (though blue, red and yellow can also be used). 
Combining all three primary subtractive colors produces black. Combining two primary colors 
produces violet (purple), orange and green. These are formed by mixing equal amounts of red 
and blue, red and yellow and blue and yellow respectively. Color painting, photography and 
printing use the subtractive color circle.
An additive color circle is based on red, green and blue light as primary colors. Combining 
the three primary additive colors produces white light. Combining two primary colors 
produces the secondary colors of cyan, yellow and magenta (blue + green = cyan; red + blue 
= magenta; green + red = yellow). Sir Isaac Newton developed the additive color wheel in 
1706 after observing that when white light passes through a spectrum, it separates into wave 
lengths of six different colors  — violet, blue, green, yellow, orange and red. He called this a 
spectrum. Computer screens, television sets and theater lights use the additive color circle.
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According to the Direct Marketing Association, direct mail delivers 
a higher response rate than digital channels, and is still a popular 
tactic for successful companies across the United States. Visions 
provides full-service, in-house mailing capabilities. From start 
to fi nish, we will make sure your campaign is delivered on 
schedule and according to plan. Our mailing services include 
NCOA, CASS certifi cation, ink jetting, bar coding, inserting, 
tabbing, list hygiene, bagging and poly wrapping, kitting 
and warehousing, list purchasing, personalized printing, 
data management and more! Contact Stuart Weeldreyer at 
763-496-2826 or stuart.weeldreyer@visionsfi rst.com 
for more details.
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Full-color printing uses the subtractive color wheel with primary 
colors of cyan, magenta and yellow. Cyan is the complement 
of red which means that it absorbs (subtracts) red. Magenta 
absorbs green; and yellow absorbs blue. When paper that 
reflects light is covered with a colorant like ink, the ink subtracts 
parts of the white light shining on the paper. Because printing 
inks are transparent, any light that has not been absorbed by the 
ink is reflected back to the viewer from the paper. This reflected 
light is what produces the specific color seen by the viewer. By 
varying the amount and color of ink on the piece of paper, the full 
visible spectrum of light can be seen by the viewer. 

The effect of color
The primary colors of the additive and subtractive systems 
are associated with meanings that can be thought of as the 
color’s personality. These symbolic meanings are something 
that people consciously or unconsciously use when evaluating 
a color palette; they can provoke a positive or negative reaction. 
Some meanings differ by culture: white is a symbol of purity 
in the United States so is used for weddings; in China, it is a 
symbol of death so is used in funerals.

Developing a color palette
If your business or organization already has a logo, use its 
predominant color as the basis for the color palette (Color 1). 
Next, select a color that contrasts (Color 2). If you want to use 
a third color, pick the complement of either Color 1 or Color 2. 
Using contrasting colors helps achieve a balanced look. Beware, 
however, as too much contrast might appear aggressive. Use 
the lightest color of the three for large areas like a background, 
and the most vibrant color where you want to attract attention.

The meaning of color
As part of her website Color Matters, Jill Morton, MFA, a color 
consultant and former college professor, offers a thorough 
explanation of what colors mean globally. Her work is based on the 
Global Color Survey, a 19-question survey that can be completed 
online. The following information is excerpted from her website.
Red is the color of extremes: passionate love, seduction, 
violence, danger, anger and adventure. It is a magical and 
religious color. In ancient days, red was almost as rare and 
as expensive as purple. Today’s intense red dyes come from 
crushed insects (the lac beetle and the cochineal). Red is one of 
the top two favorite colors of all people, and the most popular 
color used on flags in the world (about 77% of all flags include 
red). Red is the international color for stop.
Red captures attention. It is one of the most visible colors 
(second only to yellow) of the spectrum, so is used on fire 
engines and stop signs to trigger alertness. Red focuses behind 
the retina, forcing the lens to grow more convex to pull it 
forward. Therefore, we perceive red areas are moving forward. 
Eight percent of the male population has a red-green color 
vision deficiency and cannot see red at all.
Yellow is the most luminous of all the colors, and captures 
attention more than any other. It is the color of happiness, 
optimism, enlightenment, creativity, sunshine and warmth, 
but also cowardice, betrayal, egoism and madness. Yellow is 
the color of caution and physical illness (jaundice, malaria, 
and pestilence). Sources of yellow pigments are toxic metals 
(cadmium, lead, and chrome) and urine.

Because yellow is the most visible color of the spectrum, 
the human eye processes it first. Peripheral vision is 2.5 
times higher for yellow than for red. Yellow has a high light 
reflectance value and, therefore, acts as a secondary light 
source. Excessive use of bright yellow (such as on interior 
walls) can irritate the eyes.
Blue is the #1 color favorite of all people globally. In nature it 
is the color for water and sky, but is rarely found in fruits and 
vegetables. Blue has more complex and contradictory meanings 
than any other color, depending on the shade. Dark blue = 
trust, dignity, intelligence, authority. Bright blue = cleanliness, 
strength, dependability, coolness. Light/sky blue = peace, 
serenity, ethereal, spiritual, infinity. Most blues convey a sense 
of trust, loyalty, cleanliness and understanding, though blue 
also evolved as symbol of depression in American culture. 
Aristocracy is blue-blooded in all European languages.
Blue is the most commonly used color for corporate identity; 
53% of the flags in the world contain blue. Blue is sharply 
refracted by the eyes. This causes the lens to flatten and 
to push the blue image back so blue areas are perceived as 
receding and smaller. Blue has very few connections to taste or 
smell, so may act as an appetite suppressant.
Green is a color—a symbol of ecology and the environment—       
and a verb. It signifies growth, rebirth and fertility, and is 
universally associated with nature. Traffic lights are green all 
over the world. Approximately 5% to 8% of men and 0.5% of 
women are color blind to green.
Purple is rare in nature, and the expense of creating it has given 
purple a supernatural aura. The earliest purple dyes date back 
to about 1900 B.C. when it took 12,000 shellfish to extract 
1.5 grams of the pure dye—just enough for a single Roman 
toga. Accordingly, purple was used primarily for garments of 
the emperors or privileged individuals. More than any other 
color, purple symbolizes magic, mystery, spirituality, the 
subconscious, creativity, dignity, royalty, nobility and luxury to 
most people in the world.
Purple is the hardest color for the eye to discriminate. Variations 
of purple convey different meanings: light purple = light-hearted, 
floral and romance; dark purple = more intellectual and dignified. 
The negative meanings of purple are decadence, conceit and 
pomposity. Purple is also a color of mourning.
Orange is a polarizing color—people either love it or hate it. It 
is the only color of the spectrum whose name was taken from 
an object (the fruit). Orange symbolizes energy, vitality, cheer, 
excitement, adventure, warmth and good health; but it can 
also be abrasive and crass, suggesting bad taste and a lack of 
serious intellectual values.
There are many shades of orange: dark orange (terra cotta or 
cayenne); red-orange (persimmon); pure orange (pumpkin); 
yellow-orange (mango); pink-orange (salmon); light orange 
(melon). Darker oranges offer a sense of comfort; lighter oranges 
are soothing and healthy. 

Color us helpful
Our job is to guide you through the steps needed to help you develop 
a color palette or select a color that is the right one for the job. Call 
Stuart Weeldreyer at 763-496-2826 to get started.
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A handy tool to test a color palette for RGB and web color 
spaces can be found at Color Scheme Designer (http://
colorschemedesigner.com/#). The site allows for developing 
and testing six separate color schemes: monochromatic, 
complementary, triad, tetrad, analogic and accented analogic. 
Adjustments to the scheme can be made on-the-fly, and both a 
light and dark version preview of a dummy website can be called 
up. Finally, there is a feature to show how the site will appear to 
those suffering from all eight forms of color blindness.

First developed in 2002, the site is now in version 3.51 (2011).

Not really. Often what appears to be white text is actually reversed type—a printed 
background with the type “knocked out” so the paper color shows through. 

There is an opaque white ink, but it is used as an undercoat to mute the paper color so it 
won’t affect the perception of the ink color.

It can be hard to keep reversed type readable. The delicate, hairline serifs on some 
typefaces can be filled in by a spread of the surrounding ink, as can type in a small point 
size. To keep reversed type readable, follow these guidelines:

• Fonts: Use sans serif fonts or make serif fonts bold.

• Point size: Avoid small point sizes, especially if using a serif typeface.

• Spacing: Increase the leading (i.e. the space between lines) and the letter spacing.

• Contrast: Ensure adequate contrast between the text and the background it is 
reversed out of. White type reversed out of a light blue background will be much 
harder to read than if reversed out of a dark blue background.
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A color matching system gives graphic designers, document creators and printers 
a common language and set of standards to specify color. Within the graphic arts 
and printing industry, the most widely used system is the Pantone Matching System, 
abbreviated PMS. The system includes both solid (spot) colors created by premixed 
inks, and four-color process colors created by using cyan (light blue), magenta, 
yellow and black inks. Colors are assembled in a chip book that assigns a number to 
each color and provides the formula for mixing it.

Because the surface of the paper—coated (shiny), uncoated (no shine) or matte (dull 
shine)—affects the appearance of colors, a different chip book is needed for each 
surface. Pantone assigns a suffix (C, U or M) to the color’s number to indicate the 
type of paper. Using the suffix means the color’s number stays consistent across all 
chip books.

The Pantone Matching System enables precise communication regarding color, and 
ensures color consistency between initial printing and reprints.

Additive primary colors: the primary 
colors of light— red, green and blue— from 
which all other colors can be made.

Black: the absence of light; the color that is 
produced when an object absorbs all light.

Brightness: the degree to which a color 
sample appears to reflect light.

Color: the human perceptual response to 
different wavelengths of light impinging on the 
photoreceptors in the retina.

Color space: a three-dimensional 
representation of the colors that can be produced 
by a color model such as RGB or CMYK.

Colorants: materials used to produce color 
such as dyes, inks, pigments, toners or phosphors.

Cyan: a subtractive primary color. Cyan 
colorants absorb all red light, and reflect green 
and blue to appear light blue.

Device-dependent: a color space defined 
in terms of physical colorants, such as a 
monitor’s RGB or a printing press’s CMYK. 
The color produced by device-dependent 
values depends on the physical properties and 
colorants of the device.

Four-color process printing: the process 
of reproducing a full-color image by overprinting 
screened color separations for each of the three 
process colors (cyan, magenta, yellow) + black 
ink. Also called full-color printing.

Hue: the attribute of a color that describes 
its dominant wavelength (such as red, yellow, 
green, blue).

Magenta: a subtractive primary color. 
Magenta absorbs green light, and reflects red 
and blue to appear magenta.

Primary colors: colors that cannot be made 
by mixing and from which all other colors are 
made. The primary colors of light are red, green 
and blue (additive primaries). The primary 
colors of pigments are cyan, magenta and 
yellow (subtractive primaries).

Saturation (also known as chroma): 
the property of a color that makes it appear 
strongly colored. Black, white and gray lack 
saturation; pastels have low saturation. 

Spot color: designates a single hue printing 
ink, usually based on a color matching system 
such as Pantone Matching System (PMS).

Subtractive primary colors: the primary 
colors of pigments—cyan, magenta, and 
yellow—from which all other subtractive 
colors can be made.

Yellow: a subtractive primary color. Yellow 
absorbs blue light, and reflects red and green to 
appear yellow.
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Visions Receives 9 PIM Star of Excellence Awards 
 

Visions, Inc. is proud to announce earning nine 2013 Star of Excellence 
Awards. The awards, presented by the Printing Industry Midwest (PIM), were 
given on April 24, 2014. PIM is the leading trade association for printing, 
communication and graphic arts industry in the Upper Midwest.

Visions competed against hundreds of entries from printing and graphic arts 
firms from five Midwest states.  Among the winning submissions were:

• Best of Category in Annual Reports
• Best of Category in Packaging
• Best of Class in Annual Reports
• Best of Class in Packaging
• Five Certificates of Merit 

“It is an honor to once again receive recognition for our quality and 
craftsmanship,” said Rick Hansen, Visions’ Vice President.

For more information about Visions, Inc. or the awards, contact Stuart 
Weeldreyer at 763-496-2826.



An active direct mail program is more than the offer, the printed 
piece and the mailing list. It is also the United States Postal 
Service (USPS) delivering the mail piece to the intended target. 
We admit that it can sometimes be hard to understand and follow 
the rules set down by the USPS to qualify for postage discounts; 
but we also recognize that without the USPS, direct mail 
campaigns would be more expensive and possibly less effective.
It is likely that some of the frustration with the USPS results from 
misunderstanding its business model. For instance:

• It has been almost 50 years since the postal service was supported 
with tax dollars. The USPS remained a government-funded 
department of the Executive Branch until 1970 when the 
Postal Reorganization Act was passed by Congress. The 
reorganization established the USPS as an independent 
government corporation—organized like a business yet subject 
to Congressional oversight. Since 1971, the USPS has been 
funded entirely by the sale of postage, products and services.

• The USPS cannot freely raise prices. Any change in postage rates 
must be approved by the USPS Board of Governors who act 
upon recommendation by the Postal Regulatory Commission 
(PRC). The USPS submits a rate case—essentially the 
justification to raise rates—to the PRC which reviews the case, 
invites public comments, and either rejects, accepts or asks the 
USPS to make modifications. The rate case must meet legal 
requirements for proposed rate changes. There is a cap on the 
amount of a rate increase for market-dominant products (i.e. 
those where the USPS has been granted a monopoly, like first 
class letter mail). Generally speaking, it takes about a year to 
institute a price increase.

• Congress sets some of the business requirements for the USPS. 
Even though the USPS receives no tax support, Congress still 
regulates some of its business functions, including whether it can 
expand into new service areas in response to the shift in market 
preference away from first class letter mail, or requiring the USPS 
to charge below-cost postage rates for non-profit mailers and 
some publishers of periodicals. Individual Congressmen are also 

likely to intervene if the USPS wants to close an underused or 
outdated facility in the Congressman’s district.

The importance of the USPS
What we now know as the USPS began even before the 
United States was established. Because the free flow of 
information was thought to be essential to a healthy republic, 
the Continental Congress appointed Benjamin Franklin as the 
first Postmaster General in 1775. A post office department was 
written into both the Articles of Confederation (1783) and the 
United States Constitution (1789).
Beginning with the earliest days of the republic and continuing 
until World War I, the post office constantly improved the 
transportation and delivery of mail. Benjamin Franklin established 
post roads and efficient routes between cities. Mail delivery 
evolved from foot to horseback, stagecoach, steamboat, railroad, 
automobile and airplane with mail contracts funding the cost of 
developing transportation technologies.
In the mid-1950s, the Post Office Department began mechanizing 
mail processing. Mail contracts supported the development of 
machines to sort, cancel stamps, read addresses and convey mail 
within postal handling facilities. The introduction of ZIP (Zone 
Improvement Plan) codes in 1978 and its expansion by four 
digits (ZIP+4) in 1984 set the stage for today’s automated mail 
processing. The delivery point bar code (1991) enabled further 
automation, including automatic updates of addresses for which 
individuals or businesses have filed Change-of-Address orders. The 
Intelligent Mail barcode (IMb) (2008) enables mailers to track mail 
during processing and transport within the USPS network.
The USPS is the largest postal system in the world, delivering 
nearly 40% of the entire world’s mail volume. In the United 
States, it delivers to 152 million residences, businesses and post 
office boxes. The USPS operates almost 32,000 retail locations, 
10,000 of which provide 89% of USPS retail revenue.
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Partnering with the USPS for Direct Mail Success
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Working with the USPS
Businesses and organizations that use a direct mail campaign as 
part of their sales and marketing strategy know well that a signif-
icant amount of money can be saved on postage by presenting 
pre-processed mail. Discounts are available for mail:

• whose addresses have been standardized, compared to the 
USPS list of deliverable residences and businesses, and checked 
for move updates;

• that contains additional information about the owner of the 
mail, the mailing agent, the class of mail and postage rate; and

• for mail pieces that are uniquely identified so they can be 
tracked through the mail processing and delivery system.

In addition, the USPS is helping mailers with ongoing direct mail 
marketing programs like Every Door Direct Mail (EDDM) and 
one-time promotions and postage discount incentives for inno-
vative uses of mail that enhance how consumers interact and 
engage with mail. 

Presenting pre-processed mail
The USPS offers tiered postage discounts, with the actual amount 
of the discount dependent on how much pre-processing is done. 
The highest discounts are available to mail that can immediately 
enter the automated mail processing stream.

This level of pre-processing requires permission from the USPS to 
mail at discounted rates; checking the quality and accuracy of the 
addresses in the mail list; for folded mail pieces, affixing one or 
more wafer seals in the correct location; printing a machine-read-
able barcode on each mail piece; packaging the mail in trays, tubs, 
sacks or pallets to which machine-readable labels with postal 
routing is affixed; and transporting the mail to a bulk mailing accep-
tance facility. To qualify for this level of discount, most businesses 
pay an outside service—like Visions—to prepare the mail. 

2014 postage rate increase
In late January 2014, the USPS increased postage rates for all 
classes (first and standard) and types (letters, flats and cards) of 
mail in all discount categories. Because of the complicated for-
mulas the USPS must use for a rate increase, the exact 
percentage increase varies by discount category, class 
and type of mail.

For budgeting purposes, we recommend you 
increase your company’s postage expense alloca-
tion by 6%. This should provide a fairly accurate 
approximation of postage costs for 2014 over 2013. 

2014 USPS mail holidays
In 2014, the USPS will be closed to observe ten holidays:

January 1   New Year’s Day
January 20  Martin Luther King Day
February 17  President’s Day
May 26  Memorial Day
July 4   Independence Day
September 1  Labor Day
October 13  Columbus Day
November 11  Veteran’s Day
November 27  Thanksgiving Day
December 25  Christmas Day 

Partner with the USPS and with us
Conducting a direct mail marketing campaign can be easy and 
effective using a three-way partnership: you, us and the USPS. We 
keep informed about the changes made by the USPS in the require-
ments to qualify for postage discounts and about incentives and 
programs offered by the USPS. Call Stuart Weeldreyer at  
763-496-2826 to review the opportunities that may apply to your 
direct mail program.
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According to the Direct Marketing Association, direct mail delivers 
a higher response rate than digital channels, and is still a popular 
tactic for successful companies across the United States. Visions 
provides full-service, in-house mailing capabilities. From start 
to finish, we will make sure your campaign is delivered on 
schedule and according to plan. Our mailing services include 
NCOA, CASS certification, ink jetting, bar coding, inserting, 
tabbing, list hygiene, bagging and poly wrapping, kitting and 
warehousing, list purchasing, personalized printing, data 
management and more! Contact Stuart Weeldreyer at 
763-496-2826 or stuart.weeldreyer@visionsfi rst.com 
for more details.

Don’t Believe What You Hear—Direct Mail Is Alive and Well!


